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１

ふりかえりシート①チャレンジ (

)組(

)番

Put the words in *brackets in the *correct *order and *translate the sentences into Japanese.
① In Japan, we have ( some languages / danger / in ) such as Ainu. 教 p.132

*brackets 名かっこ
*correct 形正しい
*order 名順序

日本には、アイヌ語のように（

）
。

*translate 動訳す

② Languages are no t only (tools/co mmunication/ of ), but also (our/a part /culture /o f). 教 p.132

言葉は（

）だけでなく、
（

２ Make sentences using the words *below.
① Singapore / are l ucky / children / in

）でもある。

*

名詞

below 形下の(名詞の後に付けて)
教 p.34

② between the rich / the gap / is very wi de / and the poor in Venezuela 教 p.131

３ Read the following paragraph and choose the *appropriate word in each bracket.
After finishing it, read it aloud as a reporter.

*

appropriate 形適切な

I’m here at the Yura River. In the Chutan *Region, there are some famous historical
places. For example, Ankokuji Temple in ①【Maizuru , Ayabe】 City is said to be the
birth-place of the Shogun, Ashikaga ②【Takauji , Yoshimitsu】. ③【Tanabe , Fukuchiyama】 Castle
was built by Akechi Mitsuhide, who *brought the Tamba area under control by an order from
④【Toyotomi Hideyoshi , Oda Nobunaga】. ⑤【Tanabe , Fukuchiyama】 Castle was built by
Hosokawa Fujitaka (Yusai), who brought the Tango area under control by an order from the
same person, ⑥【Toyotomi Hideyoshi , Oda Nobunaga】. *Region 名地域 *brought～under control 動～を平定した

４

Read the following paragraph and write your *ambitions using a useful expression. *ambitions 名抱負

Three years from now, I want to go to college to study *hospitality management studies
because I want to welcome people with the spirit of selfless hospitality : Omotenashi.
years from now, I want to work as a volunteer at the Tokyo Olympics.
*hospitality

(

management studies 名観光学

【Useful Expression】 ～years from now, I want to ～

) years from now, I want to
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